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TO REDUCING TURNOVER
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Introduction

When you finally hire your dream team, you might breathe a sigh of relief
that your recruitment search is over. But what happens if members of
that amazing team start dropping out in favor of taking positions at
other companies? You can shrug and dust off that old job description to
start another round of hires or you can take a step back and look at why
those people left. Was it normal levels of attrition that all companies have
or are the signs pointing to a larger problem with employee turnover rates?
While no company is immune to turnover, there are steps and strategies you
can put in place to help reduce the number of employees walking out the door.
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What is turnover

Turnover in an employment context refers

reach the end of their careers, turnover alone

to the number of employees who leave a

is not always a negative factor. You want new

company and are replaced with new hires. All

ideas flowing into your company and turnover

companies will, and should, have some amount

sometimes helps foster that energy. But when

of turnover. After all, no company is going to

those turnover numbers start getting too big,

have the exact same employees across the

it’s time to take notice of any red flags and see

decades an organization might exist. If nothing

what you can do about reducing your turnover

else, at some point people need to retire. But

rates.

even if your employees are leaving before they

Turnover:
The rate at which your employees leave and need to
be replaced.

EXIT
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Why is reducing turnover important?

You’re never going to stop turnover. It’s

to problems with talent management or

simply a fact of being in business. But you

the corporate culture if exit interviews are

can do your best to reduce the rates at which

consistently naming the same reason people

your employees leave you. Some companies

are leaving. And last, but by no means least,

think “if you can’t stop turnover anyways,

there’s a very real physical cost to high turnover

what’s the point in worrying about it?” Well,

and replacing employees. With all of that on

turnover can tell you a lot about your own

the line, taking steps to diminish the revolving

company. If your turnover over numbers are

door of employee turnover can make all the

even and you’re consistently getting rid of

difference.

your less productive workers, then that’s a
pretty positive sign for the company and an
example of “good” turnover. But if you’re losing
your top productive performers, that’s a very
different problem. Even when it’s under
control, turnover can lead to disruptions

34%
66%

on teams, delays in projects, gaps in shared
knowledge, and significant impacts to
company morale. Turnover can also point

66% of Milliennials expect
to leave their current
company by 2020
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What impacts turnover rates?

The short answer is: a lot. And keep in mind,

and its direction, and lack of a defined career

some contributing factors may be outside

path.1 If employees feel like they aren’t

of a company’s ability to control, such as

being appreciated or their careers aren’t

life events that force an employee to make

going anywhere, there’s little to stop them

a career shift. Because of that, there will

from saying goodbye. The trick, therefore,

always be an uncontrollable X factor when

becomes getting ahead of the problem before

it comes to turnover. But when considering

it drives away your staff. You might not be able

the issues companies can change, there are a

to convince an employee to stay when one foot

few common factors that often pop up. These

is already out the door, but you may be able

reasons include low employee engagement

to avoid the whole conversation by ensuring

or morale, financial or benefit related issues,

that employee works in a happy, supported

lack of connection or belief in the company

environment they like being a part of.
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Strategies to reducing turnover

Now that we’ve explored what turnover is and

lifecycle in mind. Some tactics have more of

why managers should care, let’s dive into the

an impact than others when used at the right

details. If the name of the game is decreasing

point in an employee’s career. In the remainder

turnover to keep employees around longer,

of this guide, we’ll explore the three areas of

where do you start first? These days, there

an employee’s tenure where the problem of

seems to be no end to the recommendations

turnover might raise its head and what you can

and tactics out there but not all turnover

do to keep your great hires longer.

strategies are created equal. One key element
to any talent management program should be
understanding and planning with the employee
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Start off on the right foot

When thinking about turnover, most managers look for ways to retain the
staff they currently have. While that is incredibly important, it’s not actually
where your fight against turnover should beginning. In fact, one of the best
protections against early turnover is in the actions you take before a hiring
decision is even made. Part of a strong retention plan is hiring the right people
and getting them into the right seats as they develop within the company.
Now, this is clearly easier said than done. No one gets hiring right 100% of
the time. There are always shifting factors to consider and no one-size-fitsall solution to finding the right candidate you need. However, as difficult as
hiring can be, how you approach recruiting and candidate selection can have
a big impact on your future retention rates. In the next
section we’ll explore tactics you can use before you
hire to help increase your chances of finding a great
candidate and keeping them as long as possible.
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Job profile
The best place to start is, of course, at the

Second, another reason to do your research

beginning. Before you even go out to find your

first is so you can communicate a true sense

candidates, think about the job profile you

of the position to candidates. You want the

want to be hiring for. This is important for two

people applying to have a good sense of what

reasons. First, you want to have a clear view

they’re getting into. Sometimes new hires leave

of what the position is really like. That means

quickly because the daily job they start doing

doing your research and going beyond a simple

isn’t the job they were sold in the interview. One

list of skills or educational requirements. Are

study found that 51% of managers surveyed

there personality or attitude factors that need

reported they thought unclear or poorly

to be considered when bringing someone

worded job descriptions lead to early turnover

new into a team? What would a successful

in new employees.2 It’s important to be clear

hire in this role look like beyond their resume

about hiring goals and clear about the job

requirements? It’s important to articulate

requirements upfront so that candidates don’t

who you’re looking for before you start

feel like they’ve been misled and leave your

searching so you’ll recognize the right

company because of it.

person when you find them.
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Structured interviews

Hiring isn’t about just finding more employees,

Structured interviews help in a number

it’s about finding the right employees. One key

of ways. Preparing your questions before

factor in finding those people is the interview

hand and applying them to every interview

itself. There are many ways to interview and

helps you make fairer comparisons between

many opinions out there about the best way

candidates as they then have an equal chance

to carry one out. You might be of the school of

to answer the same topics. It also helps keep

“gut instinct” where interviews are less formal

the interview on track as you have a prescribed

and hiring managers often make decisions off

conversational path to follow. This helps you

of the impressions they form of a candidate

get a better sense of your candidate and puts

in a short timeframe. Now let’s face facts,

you in a better position to decide whether they

you’re never going to know everything about

have long term potential. While structured

someone over the length of a typical interview.

interviews can’t cover all the information you

There are simply too many factors to take into

need to collect to make an informed hiring

account. So how do you make the most of

decision, it can help start you on a much better

your limited time with a candidate? The

footing.

answer is to use a structured interview
approach.
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Assessments

If you don’t use assessments at some point of

in the future. One word of caution, however,

your hiring process, you might want to consider

assessments should be used as a tool in your

adjusting your strategy. Adding assessments

hiring toolkit that provides more information

into the interview process helps you go

for you to base your decision on, not as a way

deeper into the cognitive, personality, and

to disqualify candidates based on test scores

behavioural aspects of a candidate. Knowing

alone. The more information you have, the

their capabilities in this way can help craft

better decisions you can make.

better interview questions that probe at areas
of strength or weaknesses the tests might
have revealed. Plus, getting the inside scoop
on a candidate upfront can help you predict
how likely they might be to change jobs quickly
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Onboarding
Congratulations, the candidate accepted your

The Wynhurst Group found that a whopping

job offer. Now what? One of the most important

22% of turnover happens in the first 45 days

steps in reducing turnover happens very early

of an employee joining the company.4 With

in an employee’s tenure. Right from day one,

your next new hire, don’t skip over this step

all employees should go through a formal

and make the mistake of thinking you’re home

onboarding process. In fact, it’s estimated

free after an employee’s first week. Give new

that up to 69% of employees will stay in a role

employees an onboarding experience that will

for at least three years if they’ve had a good

set them up for success and watch how long

onboarding process.3 Hard to argue with

they stay.

numbers like that, right? A strong onboarding
process should convey the company’s mission,
culture, and values, along with the standard

22%

first day sort of setup. And more importantly,
it shouldn’t end there. Onboarding is not a
one day or even a one week process but

78%

should include a plan that covers the first
3-6 months.

22% of turnover happens
in the first 45 days
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Don’t forget about current employees

In the previous section, we learned how and where you
find new employees has a big impact on your turnover
numbers. Part of addressing turnover has to happen at
that phase but it’s also important not to forget about
the staff already in the company. After all, once you
make those great hires, you want to keep them
around, right? While it’s important to avoid the
early turnover churn of hiring, it’s also important
to take a longer term look at where turnover is
headed. Once you get your employees on their feet
and working productively, how do you convince them to
stay put? Given we’re living in a job hopping new world,
this question will only get more important as the battle
against turnover continues. So what can you do to reduce
turnover for employees who are already part of your
team? That’s where these next tactics will come into play.
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Employee Appreciation

Employee engagement

Hand in hand with employee engagement

The landscape of modern business is changing,
and smart companies know the best way to
protect themselves is to invest in their people.
A Gallup study found at as much as 54% of

is employee appreciation or recognition.
Your workers want to feel like they are
being recognized for jobs well done and
when that doesn’t happen, engagement
suffers. Who likes being unappreciated,
after all? Companies with effective employee
recognition programs not only report an
improvement in their engagement number
but also a 31% reduction in voluntary
turnover.6 So take some time to say thank you
to your workers, especially those with heavy
workloads. Having a formal program is great
but you can also do little things to make your

disengaged employees consider changing jobs.5
If keeping workers engaged is therefore
the key to keeping them at the company,
then it’s in your best interest to take the
temperature of employee engagement at
your office and see if there’s anything you
can do to increase it. Anonymous engagement
surveys can be a good way to get started with
understanding the mood of your company and
what your employees are really thinking.

team feel special. Lunches out at the end of
long projects, team building trips, internal
awards, kudos systems, or just taking a minute
to stop by someone’s desk to let them know

46%

54%

they’ve been seen and appreciated can go a
long way.
54% of disengaged
employees think about job
hopping
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Employee benefits

Company culture

Part of what supports an engaged workforce is

Culture matters. A lot. It’s closely tied to

having fair compensation and a good benefits

employee engagement and turnover alike.

package. And that’s not just about dental or

Your company culture sets the tone in your

health care anymore. Modern employees

office. A culture of inclusion, support, and

are looking for modern benefits, often in
an attempt to achieve a better work-life
balance, and will jump jobs until they find
them. Some increasingly common perks include
flexible work schedules, student loan repayment
assistance, unlimited vacation days, reduced
working hours, pet care, or office services such
as free lunches, dry cleaning, gym memberships,
child care, and more. Take a minute to dust off
that benefit package and see if there’s anything
you can adjust or update. After all, 56% of
employees surveyed by the American Health
Insurance Plans reported they’d stay with an
employer because of the benefits offered.7 Make

appreciation will likely have a positive impact on
your productivity. Not to mention, people stay
where they feel like their part of a community.
To help protect yourself against turnover,
spend time developing a successful culture
and then hire new employees who will align
with it, rather than those with the flashiest
resumes or who give the best interviews.
Hiring employees who will be at odds with your
culture might harm the atmosphere you’re trying
to develop at work and increases the chances
that the new hire will simply self-select out of the
environment by going elsewhere.

sure your benefit package stands out in the
crowd and your employees may be less likely to
consider a competing offer.
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Carry it all the way through
We’ve talked about reducing turnover in the early stages of hiring
and what triggers current employees to call it quits. But the story
doesn’t end there. There’s one more area where turnover has the
potential to cause real problems for the future of your company.
When thinking about ways to improve retention rates, having
overarching plans and longer term strategy also has it’s place. How
is your company positioned for the future and what impact does that
have on turnover? What do you do when those long term employees
you love hit retirement age? A robust turnover plan addresses not
just early or mid career turnover but also takes a longer range view of
where you company is headed and what tools you’ll need to navigate
unforeseeable changes. As you prepare for the future, make sure
your company has a plan to weather turnover at every stage of an
employee’s career.
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Employer branding

Much in the way a marketing brand conveys

employer brand so you might as well take the

a message to potential buyers, an employer

time to set it up for success. Building a strong

brand speaks to job searchers and those in your

employer brand will help reinforce the best

professional network. Your employer brand

parts of your organization and, in doing so,

should tell onlookers something about your

help keep your current employees committed

mission, your culture, your attitudes towards

while attracting new talent as well.

your employees and success, and a peak into
the daily life of your workers. LinkedIn found
having a strong employer brand led to a 28%
reduction in an organization’s turnover rates.8 It
was also associated with a reduce cost-per-hire
which is always a bonus. At the end of the day,
if your doors are open, you’re developing an
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Succession planning

One key reason employees leave is because

of shrouding career progression in a layer

they need to grow their career and they can’t

of mystery that makes employees head for

do it at your company. There could be many

the door instead of having open and honest

reasons for this - company organization,

conversations about promotions. Planning

budget limitations, space constriction - but

for the future also allows you to better weather

at the end of the day, one thing you can

staff changes as older employees retire and

take to the bank is that employees will do

move out of the workforce. And when you

what gives them the best shot at a good life.

have a succession plan to follow, even if your

As well they should. The job of employers,

ace worker leaves, you’ll have a backup plan in

therefore, becomes convincing employees

place to tide you over until you can hire their

that they can have the future they want within

replacement.

the organization. Think about your internal
succession planning and develop transparent
career progression steps that employees can
work towards.9 Show them what they need to
do in order to get to the next level, instead
RIGHT JOB
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Let’s wrap things up

At the end of the day, the key takeaway is that there’s no one single thing driving your staff out
the door. Turnover is a complex subject that has many mitigating factors with no “one size fits all”
solution. From recruiting and onboarding, to employee engagement, to employer branding and
planning for the future, turnover has many contributing factors. In order to really understand
turnover and make an impact on reducing its rates, you need to understand your employees at every
stage of their career and their opinions and views of the company. And remember, not all turnover is
bad. If your consistently keeping top performers and getting rid of those who can’t fit into the flow of
your company, then don’t try to radically decrease your turnover. It’s clearly working for you. But if you
are starting to lose the people who push your company forward, then it’s time to roll up your sleeves
and address the issue head on.

Tip: With multiple turnover factors at play, focus on what
you can control - hiring, engagement and development, and
succession planning.
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